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Ã¢â‚¬Å“With a pulsating modern capital, temple towns, hot-springs villages and adventures in both

shopping malls and wooded mountains, Taiwan cuts a figure as one of AsiaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most diverse

destinations.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Robert Kelly, Lonely Planet WriterOur PromiseYou can trust our

travel information because Lonely Planet authors visit the places we write about, each and every

edition. We never accept freebies for positive coverage, and you can rely on us to tell it like we see

it.Inside This BookÃ¢â‚¬Â¦29 hot springs57 temples56 maps112 days of on-the-ground

researchInspirational photosClear, easy-to-use mapsIn-depth backgroundTaiwan Outdoors

featureComprehensive planning toolsAt-a-glance practical info
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I gave One star for Kindle guide, 3 or 4 stars for actual guidebook itself.I ran off to Taiwan the other

week at the drop of a hat just to get away. My local English language bookstore was under

construction and so I couldn'T get a guidebook. I thot "I know, I'll use my new handy-dandy kindle".

Below are 2 reviews, the kindle and the guide.The kindle:I think anyone thinking about this for a

moment would know themseleves, but really, guidebooks are not going to be good on a kindle. You

NEED 3 or 4 fingers holding several diffferent places as you flip back and forth and try to figure out if

this site and that restaurant are near your hotel, and after this town should you go to that town or the

other town next? The skip functions were for me just not up to the multi-page task at all. You also

REALLY need the spatial sense of where something I read the other day? Was it after this section

or before it? Half way thru the book or near the beginning? You read the guide find these interesting



places, but forget where you read it. Very annoying to try and find it again in the kindle.Finally the

maps- just really hard to read on a kindle. And again, flipping back to the map from the places to

sleep section or whatever to find your hotel, a chore. The kindle was great for traveling and keeping

a couple of paperbacks in my bag w/o taking up weight/ space, but not for the guide.The Guide:So I

ended up photocopying many pages of an old version of the Taiwan lonely planet I found at a hotel.

I don't agree with other posters about the language problems or the price listings. As of 3/ 2013, the

prices I encountered in Taiwan were more or less what the older version of the Lonely Planet (and

my new kindle one) said. In Taiwan, they frequently change prices (esp hotels) for weekends, etc.,

at a rate of 10-30% more than wk day rates. However this was clearly noted in both guides. Anyone

who does not know prices may change drastically in a foreign country, and especially exchange

rates can change too, anyone who does not know that is just not very experienced at international

travel, I would say. You can't expect a guide to be 100% acturate there.Language (esp re maps)

Here, too, ppl complaing about the romanized versions of Chinese used, and lack of Chinese in

maps are being unreasonable. 1st, Chinese characters on maps: This is an editorial choice, they

have a small map in a book to represent a big town. Filling it with chinese characters would make it

harder to use in most cases. Usually they were filled with numbers and a few street names. The

numbers corresponded to a list, next to the map, of hotels/ restaurants they chose to review. You

look at that list and find the shop you want in the restaurant section, for example. There, the store

name and the address were both written in Chinese AND Roman characters. The thing is, it is really

understood that these maps are more for ease in using the book, and for ease getting about, you

should ALWAYS get a bigger and clear local map. Used with the guide map which has your shops

on it, you can get around no problem.RE the romanization of Chinese: again, I believe those making

complaints are not familiar with Chinese/ asian countries/ foreign travel. The fact is, language

barriers are not a simple thing a guide can overcome for you. There are a couple of different

romanization-versions of Chinese, The guidebook used one. Further there are more than 1

"Chinese" language, and in Taiwan there are several aboriginal languages, complicating things. In

any country there can be a language quirk that the guidebook doesn't fix for you. You take that on

yourself when you go to another country. I have no complaints about lonely planet in this respect.It

got me hotels, basic layouts, and also a really cool discovery in Taiwan, this gorge called Taroko

Gorge, marble cliffs, absolutely beautiful.Enjoy your trip!

We bought this book prior to our trip to Taiwan August 2011. It was a great help for our trip planning.

We were able to plan what we wanted to do in Taiwan with recommendations from the editors. We



bought a lonely planet Taiwan book prior to our visit in 2000. We figured that many things must have

changed in 11 years, and it was good that we purchased a new one for this trip. The only thing this

book does not have is a clear, easy to read MRT map (subway/pubic transit system for Taipei). We

used the MRT map in the Dynasty magazine from China Airlines all the time for our trips there.

I ordered this book before travelling to Taiwan for personal reasons and I found it useful. However it

was not a "must have" for me as I speak and read a little chinese. If you have never been to Taiwan

before, it's definitely a great buy. I noticed that some of the tips (such as which stop to get on or off

of for the subway) were a bit off, but not so much that it would ruin your day. Might just add another

15 minutes.

Used it and it is quite usefully during my one month around Taiwan.

I prefer travel guides that really show me hidden things about the destination. This guide covered

the big Taipei attractions but didn't really get into the details of any secret things or even practical

tips on approaching things like the night markets. I knew up front that this was a Taiwan guide, not a

Taipei guide (Taipei was all I was interested in), but overall I give this book a "meh"

This book is a good introduction to Taiwan, however after being in this country for 4 months now, I

found that life in Taiwan is far more nuanced and ones one becomes aware of this reality this book

losses it's value.

The maps for Taipei are basically useless. The food and dining recommendations are very limited,

and/or will make you sick.

I lost my copy and needed another. Best tour book for Taiwan! Recommend for anyone going to

visit Taiwan. Very useful.
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